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Georgia's state minister for Euro- to Belarus and Moldova on Europe's bar-
Atlantic integration, Giorgi Baramidze, said ders appear vulnerable to public rage,
Russia was locked in the imperial policies which has fuelled increasingly muscular
of the 19th century Tsarist era, and had movements that have overturned question-
been unable to adapt to the economic, demO' able election results in Georgia, Ukraine
ocratic and pragmatic alliances that now and now Kyrgyzstan.
characterise state-to-state relations. Even Russia, where there has been talk

"Over all these yeMs, Russia has failed of amending the constitution to extend
to realise that all the empires collapsed in Russian President Vladimir V Putin's con-
the last century, while Russia stubbornly trol past its legal mandate ending in 2008,
continues to pretend that its empire is still seems suddenly vulnerable, although it has
alive," he said. "Russia is isolating itself a massive security appMatus and broad new
from its own neighbours, and it is doing controls on democratic structures designed
this with its own hands." in part to prevent such a scenario.

There is wide agreement that Russia
could have prevented the sudden and

-chaotic disintegration of Akayev's govern-
ment, either by stepping forward to support
him or by brokering an orderly transition of
power. But it did neither, apparently believ-
ing Akayev's assurances that the situation
was under control.

"The only possible explanation for
what happened is the gross, systemic mis-
calculation of the situation. . . All of us
have erred in believing in the general pas-
siveness of the masses. . . and that author-
itarianism will continue to prevail on the
territory of the former USSR, no matter
what," said Alexei Malashenko, an analyst
with the Carnegie Moscow Centre.

"The developments in Kyrgyzstan
vividly demonstrate how wrong we
were. They also demonstrate how rot-
ten, unviable and brittle these regimes
are," Malashenko said. "What happened
in Bishkek shows that all" the post-
S.oviet regimes are literally colossi with..
feet of clay ~ the slightest turmoil in
their societies is enough to make these
regimes crumble."

Suddenly, governments from
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan in Central Asia

By Kim Murphy

A few days ago, Moscow was quite
capable of saving the Akayev regime
and mediating the intra-Kyrgyz
negotiations. Today, it may be too late

T HE revolt in Kyrgyzstan that top-
pled Russia's strongest ally in

. Central Asia was the result of the
latest in what"analysts say is an astonish-
ing and painful series of diplomatic mis-
steps by Moscow.

Three largely non-violent revolutions
over the last 16 months have all but elimi-
nated Moscow's attempt to dominate the
former Soviet states that were once part of
its unquestioned empire.

The sudden collapse of Kyrgyz
President Askar A Akayev's regime, after
the overthrow of governments in Georgia
and Ukraine, highlights the fundamental
frailty of corrupt, unpopular post-Soviet
regimes across the region - most serious-
ly, potentially, in Russia itself.

As a result, the once-formidable
power wielded by the Kremlin in the three
former Soviet capitals has given way to an
increasingly influential diplomatic role
for the United States and Europe - in
part, analysts say, because of Russia's
failure to successfully manage foreign
policy in a region it has declared vital to
its own strategic interests.

"The entire world has now seen that
Russia is powerless and incapable of
doing anything. And next time, no one
will even think about resorting to Russia's
mediation services and patronage," said
Stanislav Belkovsky, a political analyst
with close ties to the Kremlin. "Everyone
understands that the big lion is dead, and
should not be feared."
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Analysts fear that if Putin fail~
on Bishkek, the Americans

initiative out of Russia's han!

manages to establish control in
US protectorate, Russia will in

.. onthe wrongside of tht

'Th't;\re is no doubt that as a result of
all the latest revolutions around Russia, a
transiHdn of power in Russia js starting to
look more and more probable," said for-
mer -democratic legislator Irina
Khakamada, who unsuccessfully ran
against Putin in 2004.

"The Russian people have already seen
that it is possible to fight the government,
and win," she said.

The resonance of the ebullient protest-
ers in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan's capital, was
apparent Friday in Belarus, where nearly
1,000 pro-democracy demonstrators
marched near the palace of President
Alexander Lukashenko, a tough, Soviet-
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;atictestin Kyrgyzstan
style ruler who last year sponsored what
observerstermed a falsified referendum to
extendhis stay in office.s

Police quickly cracked down on the
protestand arrested the leaders, threatening
them with up to three years in prison.

"Needless to say, the latest develop-
ments in Kyrgyzstan have strongly influ-
enced public sentiments in Belarus,"
VladimirKobets, a coordinator of the Zubr
oppositionyouth group; said in a telephone
interview."Demonstrators thought: 'Well,
maybeour day will come too, maybe it has
alreadycome?' You could read this hope in

ails totakea pro-activestance
ms will snatch the political
ands.Moreover, once the US
inKyrgyzstan and turn it into a
immediatelyfind itself locked
thegateto C!3ntralAsia
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many people's eyes today."
Russia's former partner states in the

SovietUnion have in many cases clung to
power with the aid of Kremlin formulas of
limits on opposition parties, controls on
mass media and manipulation of elections,
managingpublic dissent through the pow-
erful security organisations that succeeded
the Soviet KGB.

The Bush administration and private
USfoundationshave funded dozens of pro-
democracyorganisations across the former
SovietUnion,groups that many post-Soviet
leaders see as a threat. Such groups have
helpedcatalyzeactivism, in populations that
no longerarewilling to tolerate the increas-
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ing poverty and corruption that have
plagued most of the republics that succeed-
ed the Soviet Union.

After being' caught off guard by the
"Rose Revolution" that toppled former
Georgian president Eduard A
Shevardnadze in November 2003, Russia
actively promoted Ukrainian president
Leonid Kuchma's chosen successor.in last
year's presidential elections there.

The strategy backfired when hundreds.
of thousands of Ukrainians protested
allegedly falsified election results and
swept the opposition into power. Stung by
the international condemnation for what
was seen as Russia's improper and ulti-
mately counterproductive interference in
Ukraine, the Kremlirr'lpparently was deter-
mined to lie low this month during Kyrgyz
parliament elections. The Kremlin even
invited Kyrgyz opposition leaders to
Moscow before the first round of balloting
in February, countering previo~s criticism
that it had failed to forge alliances among
opposition leaders in Georgia and Ukraine.

But as protests over the allegedly
skewed balloting mounted and the opposi-
tion took control of most of southern
Kyrgyzstan last week, Russia failed to
recognise the threat to stability and act
accordingly, critics said.

The result, they said; was that Russia
allowed Kyrgyzstan to become dangerously
unstable, and lost any, chance of assuring
that opposition leaders friendly to Russia
would dominate the contest for power after
the transition. '

Nikolay Bordyuzha, secretary-general
of the regional military alliance Russia
shares with Kyrgyzstan, said Akayev had
assured Russia, even when half his country
was under the control of protesters, that
"the situation was not acute enough" to

warrant military help.
"He felt strong enough himself, and

thought his team was strong enough, too,
to keep the situation within the constitu-
tional domain," Bordyuzha told Russian
state television.

"Three days ago, Moscow was quite
capable of saving the Akayev regime, it
was quite capable of mediating the intra-
Kyrgyz negotiations, given the fact that the
opposition was ready to negotiate, and did
not have any anti-Russian sentiments.
Today, it is too late," said Malashenko of
the Carnegie Moscow Centre.

"Moscow displayed fantastic and
unimaginable unprofessionalism."

"Putin could have visited Kyrgyzstan in
the midst of the events, he could have
addressed both sides and called upon.them
to sit down at the negotiating table with
Moscow," said Belkovsky, the analyst with
Kremlin ties. "But Russia never used these
powerful weapons."

Russian diplomats appear to be uncon-
vinced that it is too late, Russian parlia-
mentarians, perhaps accompanied by
national security director Igor Ivanov, are
scheduled to go to Kyrgyzstan within a few
days to try to broker an a~eement on an
interim governmen1'.and new elections.

"There is a threat that if Russia doesn't
take a proactive stance, the Americans
could well snatch the political initiative out
of Russia's hands," said Alexander
Khinshtein, . aparliarnent Security
Committee member who left for Bishkek
on Friday. ' ,

"And it is absolutely clear that once the
US manages to establish control in this
Central Asian republic and turns it into a
US protectorate, Russia will immediately
find that the gate to Central A$ia is locked
for Russia," h~ said. COURTESYLATIMES


